
Package price
starting from

$2,099
CAD

4/5 Days The Best of Tokyo 
Land Tour 
Package

WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT

From incredible metropolitan Tokyo to Stunning Mt. Fuji

Scan for details

Trip Code: TP04BT / TP05BT

      3/4  Nights 4 Star Hotel

      Daily Breakfast

      Escorted Tour

   

Min. 4 passengers

Coach, Cruise

Daily Sightseeing

Personal spending

Insurance

Tippings

Visa fees

Package Includes

Package Does Not Include

3/4 nights 4 star accommodations

Hotel taxes, fees & service charges

Services of English-speaking tour guide

Sightseeing per itinerary in modern air-

conditioned motor coach

Entrance fees per itinerary

Lake Kawaguchi Cruise

Arrival and departure transfers

Price Notes

Prices are per person based on twin

share accommodation.

Single room supplement fee:                    

3 Nights:  $300/ 4 Nights $390

Tour prices are subject to change

without prior notice.

Leading price is based on specific

departure dates in low season. $100 to

$300 price increases may apply during

shoulder season and peak season.

Please check with your travel agent or

our website for the updated

information. https://tripoppo.com 

Embark on an incredible journey in one of the most beautiful countries in the
world. Scroll through Tokyo and surrounding areas to explore its cherry
blossoms, mountains, bustling cities, and rich history. Begin by exploring
Shibuya Area, the commercial center of Tokyo, Japan and visit the Sensoji
Temple and Imperial Palace Eastern Garden to discover archaeological
sites and temples before experiencing the country's natural beauty in
Yamanashi Prefecture . This Short stay in Tokyo offers an comprehensive
experiences and fantastic sightseeing opportunity.

Enjoy Cruise on Lake Kawaguchi , to enjoy the breath taking view of Mt Fuji
from the middle of lake . 

Visit Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine, with ancient stone lanterns lead to
a massive shrine gate surrounded by thousand-year-old trees.

Visit Oshino Hakkai. Known as the springs of Mount Fuji, the eight ponds
arevery clear spring water that is revered by locals.

Visit Odaiba Marine park Odaiba started life out as a series of fort islands
used to guard Tokyo Bay in the Edo period.

Visit Tsukiji outer Fish market Tsukiji Outer Market is Japan’s “Food Town,”
where one can encounter all kinds of traditional Japanese foods.

Visit Tokyo Metro to enjoy a panoramic view of enormous Tokyo city.

$2,599
CAD4 Days

5 Days



In the morning, explore the Imperial
Palace Eastern Garden, once part
of the inner palace area of Edo
Castle. It's now open to the public
and showcases remnants of the
castle's defense circles. While the
main buildings are gone, the
moats, walls, gates, and
guardhouses remain. Then Head to
Tsukiji Outer Fish Market, known as
Japan's "Food Town," offering a
variety of traditional Japanese
foods. The market is a mix of
wholesale and retail shops, with
numerous restaurants and a hub
for culinary innovation. 
In the afternoon, visit Sensoji
Temple (Asakusa Kannon Temple),
renowned for its vibrant beauty.
Walk the Nakamise shopping
street, 820 feet long, to discover
stalls selling Japanese goods and
souvenirs. Explore Odaiba Marine
Park, originally defensive islands in
Tokyo Bay during the Edo period,
now combined into one island with
imaginative architecture. Finally,
return to your Tokyo hotel to
conclude the day.
Meal: Breakfast

Day 1 Arrive Tokyo

Meeting up with local guide and
transfer to hotel, the enjoy rest
of the day at free leisure.

Day 2 Tokyo 

After breakfast, explore the
morning by visiting Meiji Shrine,
a place dedicated to the spirits
of Emperor Meiji and Empress
Shoken. Then, immerse yourself
in the vibrant fashion scene at
Takeshita Street, known for its
cosplay culture. 
In the afternoon, take in the
breathtaking views of Tokyo
from the Tokyo Metro.
Afterward, experience the
bustling Shibuya Area, home to
iconic spots like the Hachiko
Statue and Shibuya Crossing.
The Hachiko Statue
commemorates a loyal dog who
waited faithfully for his owner,
even after the owner's passing.
This area is a popular meeting
spot. The day concludes with
returning to the hotel for
relaxation.
Meal: Breakfast

Day 3 Tokyo

Day 4 Mt. Fuji

*For guests joining 4 days tour will
transfer to the airport this morning.

Start your day by heading to
Yamanashi Prefecture. Explore
Oshino Hakkai, a site known as the
springs of Mount Fuji. These eight
pristine ponds are supplied by
melting snow that filters through
layers of lava from Mount Fuji's
slopes. The resulting crystal-clear
spring water is held in high esteem
by the local community. 
In the afternoon, visit Kitaguchi
Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine located
in southeastern Yamanashi near
the Shizuoka border. The shrine is
surrounded by ancient stone
lanterns and thousand-year-old
trees, creating a serene
atmosphere. Experience a cruise
on Lake Kawaguchi, where you can
enjoy breathtaking views of Mount
Fuji from the middle of the lake.
Conclude your day by returning* to
your Tokyo hotel for a well-
deserved rest.
Meal: Breakfast

Day 5 Departure

After breakfast, transfer to the
airport and take a flight back to
hometown.

Far East Village Hotel Tokyo Ariake or similar


